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Structural Focus+Context rendering of multiclassified volume data
P. Abella´n and A. Puig and D. Tost
Abstract— We present a F+C volume rendering system aimed at outlining structural relationships between different classification
criteria of a multiclassified voxel model. We clusterize the voxel model into subsets of voxels sharing the same classification criteria
and we construct an auxiliary voxel model storing for each voxel an identifier of its associated cluster. We represent the logical
structure of the model as a directed graph having as nodes the classification criteria and as edges the inclusion relationships. We
define a mapping function between nodes of the graph and clusters. The rendering process consists of two steps. First, given a user
query defined in terms of a boolean expression of classification criteria, a parser computes a set of transfer functions on the cluster
domain according to structural F+C rules. Then, we render simultaneously the original voxel model and the labelled one applying
multimodal 3D texture mapping such that the fragment shader uses the computed transfer functions to apply structural F+C shading.
The user interface of our system, based on Tulip, provides a visual feedback on the structure and the selection. We demonstrate the
utility of our approach on several datasets.
Index Terms—Volume Rendering. Structural information. Focus+Context
1 INTRODUCTION
Recently, as graphical hardware performance has increased, the in-
terest of researchers to develop faster volume rendering methods has
moved to the visual and semantical quality of the images. Today, a ma-
jor concern in volume visualization is to provide meaningful images
conveying relevant information on the data. On one hand, as datasets
are each time larger, they contain more information than users can
cope. On the other hand, precisely because of this data complexity,
users have each time more difficulties to explore data with conven-
tional interfaces. This is why, inspired in classical illustration tech-
niques, new means of outlining significant features are being devel-
oped, such as cutaways and ghost views, silhouette edges enhance-
ment, multiresolution Focus+Context (F+C) and adaptive shading.
A well known epistemologic principle is that the human mind orga-
nizes its knowledge of the world into taxonomies. It is our capacity of
categorizing objects that gives us the ability of synthesizing the diver-
sity. Information can be classified according to very diverse criteria,
and the identification of data clusters sharing the same properties is
essential for a good understanding of the data. Moreover, there are
often logical implications between independent criteria that are im-
portant to detect because they represent the existence of hierarchies
inside data. We are concerned with the visualization of volume data
that have been classified in a pre-process according to several indepen-
dent criteria. Our goal is to merge the different classification criteria
in the visualization and to show the structure of the datasets provid-
ing users with structural F+C exploration tools. Existing illustrative
visualization systems [29] [17] are useful for the exploration of pre-
classified datasets as well as non-classified ones. Some of them focus
on multimodal and time-varying data [33], but none of them explicitly
represent the structure of multiclassified datasets.
In this paper, we propose a data model and a rendering strategy
capable of handling multiple classification criteria. Given a multiclas-
sified voxel model, we represent the classification space as a directed
graph such that the graph nodes represent classes and the graph edges
logical implications between the corresponding classifiers. We set a
boolean arithmetic on the basic classes and we construct an auxiliary
voxel model that stores for each voxel an identifier of the combination
of classification criteria that the voxel fulfills. Then, using the graph
structure as a grammar, we design a parser that, given a visualization
query expressed as a boolean expression of classes, creates several
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Transfer Functions (TFs) in the domain of the labelled voxel model.
The rendering step is a multimodal 3D texture mapping that processes
simultaneously the original voxel model and the labelled one. It uses
the computed TFs to apply structural cut-away and ghosting effects
that reveal the relationships between structures of the model.
The paper brings four contributions: first, the modeling of the re-
lationships between isoclassified subsets of the voxel model; next, the
computation of the visibility and color of the subsets of voxels accord-
ing to structural F+C rules; third, the visualization of the data through
a multimodal 3D texture mapping rendering system; and, fourth, an
intuitive widget for the interactive selection of the rendered features
and their structural context.
2 PREVIOUS WORK
The idea of visually emphasizing certain structures in a dataset is based
on the observation that cognitive understanding is easier when the ob-
server’s attention is concentrated on few stimuli. Driving users atten-
tion on relevant features can be accomplished by using several com-
plementary approaches: camera adjustments, clipping, ghosting and
multiple shading styles. We next survey these techniques.
Setting the camera so that it focuses on the relevant structures of
the model requires sometimes a lot of user expertise. Therefore, many
authors [3] [27] [29] [28] have addressed viewpoint optimization. An-
other technique to enhance structures of the volume is to simulate dis-
tortion lenses. This produces fish-eye like views that magnify features
of interest [18] [9] [30]. However, viewpoint optimization and dis-
tortion lenses do not solve the problem that relevant structures of the
volume can be occluded by others. For this, Bruckner et al. [4] pro-
posed to automatically generate exploded views of a volume, that re-
veal the selection by moving away occluding parts. Alternatively, cut-
away illustrations simply clip unwanted structures. Wang et al. [31]
proposed to explore volumes using sculpting clipping tools. Weiskopf
et al. [32] apply cutaway in 3D-texture mapping rendering. They de-
scribe depth-based cutaway with clipping geometry defined by simple
convex boundary surfaces, and texture-based volume clipping where
arbitrary clipping geometry is stored in an auxiliary texture used as
mask. Owada et al. [22] describe an intuitive system that shows tex-
tured arbitrary cuts of surface models. Finally, Correa et al. [8] gener-
alize the concept of virtual cuts and deformation by defining feature-
aligned manipulation operators such as peelers, retractors and pliers.
Instead of clipping non-relevant structures, many authors propose
to show them but faded out with high transparency, low resolution
and different shading style, so that they only contextualize the region-
of-interest. The semantic depth-of-field uses selective blur to make
less important objects less prominent. It has proven to be an effective
method to guide user’s attention [16]. Depth-peeling has been used to
make more transparent peripheral regions of the volume [10]. Ghost-
ing represents less-important regions with high transparency and rele-
vant features with higher opacity [5]. Context surfaces can be outlined
by modulating the opacity according to the gradient value [19] and by
properly designing the TF [21]. Sparse representation of context is
achieved by rendering only the contour of these structures [11]. Viola
et al. [29] propose several techniques to prevent an object from being
occluded by another less important one, as for instance the screen door
transparency, a technique in which the occluder is painted as a wire
mesh with holes in it. Moreover, different shading styles and rendering
techniques can be used for focus and context. Illustrative techniques
such as pen-and-ink and stippling [20] can be used together with clas-
sical volume rendering techniques. Rautek et al. [23] introduce the
concept of semantic layer that define the mapping of volumetric at-
tributes to one visual style. A major novelty of this approach is that
visual styles are described linguistically using semantic values.
Features can also be rendered separately with different algorithms
and the resulting images can combined [14] [29]. The ClearView sys-
tem [17] considers the context as composed of a set of pre-segmented
regions or various iso-valued regions. It renders each layer separately
in a different texture. Then, it composes the textures according to
the 2D user-defined position of the focus and applying importance-
based shaders based on the curvature, the relative distance and the
view distance of the texels. The medical illustration system designed
by Svakhine et al.[26] integrates boundary and silhouette enhancement
and different shading styles, including toon. An interesting aspect of
this system is that it appropriately selects the complexity of the illus-
trations on the basis of user’s expertise level.
The systems described so far provide valuable illustrative images
but, as far as we know, none of them addresses the visualization of
multiclassified data. Doleish et al. [12] treat high-dimensional data
resulting from computational simulation, which is somewhat similar
to multiclassified data. They propose a Feature Definition Language
that defines unions of features by brushing into multiple linked views
of the data. They map each feature to a degree-of-interest (doi) that
determines the color, opacity and size of the glyphs used in the vi-
sualization. Bruckner et al. [6] codify the selected volume with an
auxiliary volume model that is modified on user query. They define
three types of regions: the selection, the ghost and the background.
They let users transform selection and provide a user control on the
intersection regions via a 2D TF. Finally, Burns et al. [7] address il-
lustrative visualization of an object of interest embedded into context
volume data. They define a flexible cut-away structure that takes into
account the importance of the structures defined in TF. They achieve
very illustrative images merging an image of ultrasound with CT data.
Nevertheless, their approach cannot model complex relationships be-
tween more than two modalities. Woodring et al. [33] address the
combination of several volumes from a time-varying series into one
rendered image. They define user queries as a tree structured boolean
expression of operations between data-values or colors and they pro-
vide a visual feedback of the shading representing it as a tree. Ex-
pressing visualization queries as boolean compound of values or color
ranges can be computationally expensive if the expression is evaluated
for every data sample and the dataset is very large. Ferre´ et al. [13]
propose to run-length codify combinations of data values in order to
skip unselected regions during data traversal. Stockinger et al. [24]
design a bitmap indexing scheme (DEX) that efficiently answers mul-
tivariate and multidimensional queries.
We base our work on the observation that even apparently simple
datasets can have complex structural relationships. The analysis of
data can benefit from an explicit modeling of this structure and from
a user interface that allows users expressing data selections in terms
of operations between structure components. Therefore, our work is
related to the multimodal [13] and time-varying [24] approaches de-
scribed above, but, by opposite to those, it explicitly models the rela-
tionships between structures. Besides, the representation of the struc-
ture of datasets with graphs and hierarchies in an active research area
[15]. Multilevel algorithms to construct and visualize graph hierar-
chies and steerable exploration tools have been developed. We use
previous research on that topic [1] for the design of our user interface.
3 OVERVIEW
Our rendering system helps users to explore the structural relation-
ships between different classification criteria of datasets by providing
Structural Focus+Context effects.
Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the pipeline of our method. First, in a
pre-process, the initial voxel model is classified according to various
independent criteria. This classification step can handle multimodal
datasets such as MR/SPECT and MR/PET ones. We represent the
classification space as a directed graph such that the graph nodes rep-
resent classes and the graph edges logical implications between the
corresponding classifiers. The second step of our pipeline constructs
this graph by clustering the voxels according to the class combinations
and by identifying the dependencies between clusters. The output of
this step is, in addition to the graph, a labelled voxel model that stores,
for each voxel, a unique identifier of the cluster to which this voxel
belongs.
The rendering stage is divided into two steps. In the first stage,
users interactively express their rendering query as a boolean expres-
sion of the initial classification criteria. The query is the input of a
parser that, using the graph structure, computes two transfer functions
on the cluster labels domain. These transfer functions denoted as CT F
and GMT F indicate the visibility, color, opacity and gradient modu-
lation factor of the different clusters. In the second step, rendering
is performed by applying a multimodal 3D texture-mapping strategy
that takes as input the original voxel model and the labelled one. The
fragment shader fetches the voxel value and its label and, using these
values, the corresponding rendering parameters needed for shading in
the different transfer functions.
Fig. 1. Preprocess of the proposed method. The voxel model V is mul-
ticlassified, eventually taking into account other data modalities V’. The
graph and the labelled voxel model LV are constructed.
Fig. 2. Rendering step. Left: first step, given a user query and the
graph, a set of transfer functions CTF and GMTF on the labelled voxel
model is computed. Right: second step, multimodal 3D texture mapping
handling simultaneously the original voxel model and the labelled voxel
model together with their transfer functions.
With this strategy, we are able to enhance focus features and to show
them in relation to the other structures of the graph. The contextual
information is structural. We are able to visualize the structures than
include the ones into focus at different levels of depth and to show
other structures sharing a common ancestor. Moreover, the widget that
we have designed for the specification of the focus features, provides a
visual feedback of the colors and opacity with which all the structures
of the model are rendered. This gives to users interesting clues to
understand the structural semantics of the image.
4 MULTICLASSIFIED SET STRUCTURE MODEL
4.1 Definition of the structure graph
Let V be the voxel model and nc be the number of independent clas-
sification criteria defined on V . Each classification criterion separates
the voxel model into a finite set of disjoint classes. We label each class
using an integer identifier. We denote as~ci the set of class identifiers of
the i-th criterion: ~ci = {ci1, . . . ,cinci}, being nci the number of classes
of the i-th criterion. We call classification function, the function Ci
defined on the domain V and the codomain ~ci, that associates to every
voxel v ∈ V a unique class identifier: ∀v,v ∈ V,Ci(v) ∈ ~ci. We define
an isoclassified subset of V wrt to a class identifier cij as the set of
voxels of V having cij as value of function Ci: isoclas(c
i
j) = {v,v ∈
V,Ci(v) = cij}. Since the classification functions classify unequivo-
cally all the voxels into disjoint classes, for every function Ci, it is
fulfilled that:
• ∀ j,k : 1≤ j,k ≤ nci : isoclas(cij)∩ isoclas(cik) = /0
• ⋃ncij=1 isoclas(cij) =V
On the contrary, isoclasses of different criteria are not necessarily
disjoint. Even more, one isoclass can include another one. It is pre-
cisely this type of relationship that we want to help users exploring
through our application. Specifically, we say that a class identifier cik
implies a class identifier c jl if the isoclass of c
j
l includes all the voxels
of the cik isoclass:
cik⇒ c jl iff isoclas(cik)⊂ isoclas(c jl )
We denote as I = {c ji , i ∈ {1 . . .nc}, j ∈ {1 . . .nci}} the set of all
the class identifiers and we call E the set all possible implication re-
lationships between isoclass identifiers of I. Therefore, we represent
the structure of V as a directed graph G = (I,E) such that the nodes
represent the isoclass identifiers and the edges implications between
nodes. The direction of the edges is the opposite of the implication
sense, thus the edge goes from inclusor isoclasses to included ones.
A simple example in Figure 3 illustrates these definitions. A CT
foot dataset has been classified according to three different criteria.
The first criterion has only two classes: foot or empty. The second cri-
terion has four classes: ankle, palm, toe and empty. Finally the third
criterion has 7 classes: toe1 to toe5, not toe and empty. The empty
classes are equivalent in the three criteria and have been removed from
the graph. Therefore, the graph has 10 nodes. The inclusion relation-
ships between isoclasses determine the existence of 9 edges depicted
in blue in the figure. The graph is composed of a unique connected
component and has a depth of 3.
Fig. 3. Graph example. Left: the labelled voxel model in which each
isoclass is rendered with a different color; Right: the graph
4.2 Definition of the labeled voxel model
As explained in Section 3, during the graph construction step, we com-
pute a labelled voxel model LV that we use as a mask to cut-away and
to ghost isoclassified regions of V . The definition of this voxel model
and its relationship with graph G relies on the concept of cluster that
we next introduce.
The identifiers of the isoclasses to which a voxel v belongs is an
nc-tuple of class identifier values ~C(v) = (C1(v), . . . ,Cnc(v)). During
the process of graph construction, we clusterize the voxels into sets
of voxels sharing the same isoclass identifiers tuple. We call clusters
each of these sets and, given a cluster r, we denote as ~Cr the nc-tuple
of its associated class identifiers. Specifically, a cluster r is a non-
empty subset of V such that: ∀v ∈ r : ~C(v) =Cr. There are potentially
as many clusters as combinations of isoclasses, however, we consider
only the non-empty sets. Therefore, the number of clusters nr is such
that 1 ≤ nr ≤ ∏nci=1 nci. We denote R the set of all the clusters: R ={ri, i∈ {1 . . .nr}}. Again, it is fulfilled that all the clusters are disjoints
and their union is the voxel model:
• ∀i, j : 1≤ i, j ≤ nr : ri∩ r j = /0
• ⋃nrj=1 ri =V
We define the labelled voxel model LV , as a voxel model with the
same resolution and spatial orientation than V and such that the value
of every voxel in LV is the identifier of the cluster to which the voxel
belongs: ∀v,v ∈ LV : value(v) = r/r ∈ R. Finally, we define a bi-
nary relation F with domain the isoclass identifiers set I and with
codomain the clusters set R, that associates to a class identifier of
i ∈ I a cluster r ∈ R, if i ∈ Cr and no descendant of I in the graph
G has an identifier in Cr. More formally: ∀i ∈ I ∧∀r ∈ R, iF r iff
∃ci ∈CR/i = ci∧¬(∃c j ∈CR,c j 6= ci/c j⇒ ci). We useF in order to
access to the voxels in LV during the graph G traversal on users query.
In the example of Figure 3, there are 7 clusters (c1..c7) depicted
with colored circles. The blue arrows depict the relationship F be-
tween a node of the graph and a cluster.
4.3 User queries and parser rules
In order to explore the structure of the dataset, we want to pro-
vide users with tools allowing them to select union, intersections and
complementary sets of the isoclasses. We express user queries as
boolean expressions defining the isoclasses to which selected vox-
els belong. Specifically, let bik(v) be a boolean expression that in-
dicates if voxel v,v ∈ V belongs to the isoclass identified by cik:
bik(v)⇔ v ∈ isoclass(cik). A user query can be expressed as a com-
bination of b ji with the operators ∧,∨ and ¬. These combinations
define unequivocally a subset of V that can be expressed in terms of
unions of clusters of LV . We callM the function that associates to any
user query a unique union of clusters in R. It is based on the following
rules, for all i, j ∈ {1 . . .nc}, k,k1,k2 ∈ {1 . . .nci} being k1 6= k2, and
l ∈ {1 . . .nc j}:
• M (bik) =
⋃nr
m=1 rm such that c
i
k ∈Crm
• M (¬(bik)) =
⋃nr
m=1 rm such that c
i
k /∈Crm
• M (bik ∪b jl ) =
⋃nr
m=1 rm such that c
i
k ∈Crm ∨ c jl ∈Crm
• M (bik1∩bik2) = /0
• M (bik ∩b jl ) =
⋃nr
m=1 rm such that c
i
k ∈Crm ∧ c jl ∈Crm
The parser implements these rules and traverses the graph until
reaching nodes that are F -related to clusters. Throughout the traver-
sal, it computes the list of bounding boxes that must be rendered and
two transfer functions for the labelled voxel model LV : the cluster
Color Transfer Function CT F and the cluster Gradient Modulation
Transfer Function GMT F . These transfer functions store rendering
parameters following the structural F+C rules described in Section 6
5 GRAPH CONSTRUCTION
The graph construction proceeds in two steps. First, we construct the
isoclasses by separating each classified voxel model into sets. At this
stage of the process, we also compute the isoclasses number of voxels
and their bounding box. We set the opacity of the isoclass as a factor of
their bounding sphere radius and their number of voxels. We compute
the color of each isoclass according to Stone’s coloring model [25], but
we also let users interactively ediding them at their convenience. We
create one graph node per isoclass. Then, we compute for each isoclass
the set of isoclasses that it contains. To do so, we process the input
voxels slice by slice in order to avoid an excessive memory load for
huge models and high number of classification criteria. We construct
an adjacency table that stores the number of voxels of the included
isoclasses and a zero value for the non-included isoclasses. We sort the
raws of the adjacency table by increasing number of voxels, in order
to be able to derive the inclusion hierarchy between nodes through a
simple matrix traversal.
In the second step of the process, we construct the labelled voxel
model LV and the list of clusters. For each voxel v, we identify the set
of isoclasses to which the voxel belongs. We compute the identifier
of the corresponding cluster as a hash code of the isoclasses identifier.
We label the voxel with this identifier in LV and, if the cluster identifier
is new, we insert it in the cluster list. The relationshipF between the
graph nodes and the clusters is codified in the hash code.
6 RENDERING
The rendering step is based on multimodal 3D texture-mapping. It
renders and compose a set of proxy polygons parallel to the viewing
plane. The fragment shader fetches the property value p in the original
voxel model V and the cluster identifier r in LV . Since both models
are aligned, a unique geometrical transformation per pixel is needed.
Tri-linear interpolation is set in V and nearest-neighbor in LV . The
cluster identifier r is used to fetch the rendering parameters of LV in
the transfer functions CT F and GMT F computed by the parser and
codified as 1-D textures. The property value r is used to fetch the voxel
color and opacity in the transfer function of V . The fragment shader
combines these values in the shading equation, getting structural cut-
away, ghosting and coloring effects.
After texture slicing, all the bounding boxes computed by the parser
are rendered in wireframe.
6.1 Structural coloring
The graph provides a natural way to show with colors the structure
of classes to which a voxel belongs. Each classification criterion inde-
pendently identifies each of its classes with a different color. The color
associated to each class is stored as an attribute of the corresponding
node in the graph. Given a user query, during the graph traversal, the
parser computes the clusters colors in the CT F transfer function. In
the rendering step, the clusters colors are blended with the voxels col-
ors according to a user-specified blending factor beta, 0≤ β ≤ 1.
The computation of CT F is based on the following color arith-
metics: let c1 = (r1,g1,b1) and c2 = (r2,g2,b2),
• (c1) = (MAX−r1,MAX−g1,MAX−b1), being MAX the max-
imum intensity
• c1∪ c2 = (max(r1,r2),max(g1,g2),max(b1,b2))
• c1∩ c2 = (min(r1,r2),min(g1,g2),min(b1,b2))
The parser applies the following rules. Let col(bij) be the color of
isoclass bij, for i ∈ {1 . . .nc} and j ∈ {1 . . .nci},
• if r =M (¬bik) then CT F(r) = col(bik)
• if r ∈M (bik ∪b jl ) then CT F(r) = col(bik)∪ col(b jl )
• if r ∈M (bik ∩b jl ) then CT F(r) = col(bik)∩ col(b jl )
6.2 Structural Cut-away
Cut-away is achieved through the definition of the α-channel of the
Color Cluster Transfer Function (CT F). The combination of classifi-
cation criteria expressed by users define the union of clusters on focus.
In order to cut-away the other clusters, the parser sets the opacity chan-
nel with binary values, 1 to the selected clusters and 0 otherwise. Thus,
the shader does not render fragments with zero opacity value.
6.3 Structural ghosting
In order to contextualize the focus into the structure to which it be-
longs, users can define the ghosting level. This is an integer value
ranging between 0 (cut-away) to the maximum depth of the hierarchy
of trees inside the graph. Specifically, a ghosting level of 1 shows as
context all the clusters that have a direct common ancestor with the
focused clusters. A ghosting level of 2 shows the clusters having com-
mon ancestors with the focused clusters through a one-edge path in the
graph, and so on with higher ghosting levels.
The parser computes non-zero opacity values for the contextual
clusters in the α-channel of CT FC. This computation is done after
the user query has been evaluated and the focus clusters have been de-
termined. Starting from the graph nodes F -related to those clusters,
it traverses the graph up to the ghosting depth. It computes the opacity
of the contextual clusters according to a factor inversely proportional
to the depth of the nodes that are related to them. Therefore, the fur-
ther in the hierarchy is a node, the lighter is the opacity of the related
cluster.
The color of the contextual cluster can be computed in the same
way as that of the focus, applying structural coloring, as described in
Section 6.1. Alternatively, if a color ghosting flag is activated, the
parser can set the values of CT F to a gray-scale for the contextual
clusters, taking into account only the nodes intensity rather than their
RGB values. The use of gray scale for the context enhances by contrast
the perception of the colored focus.
6.4 Shading
The shader computes surface shading (Phong’s model), emission and
absorption (E+A) or both models (E+A+S) for the focus data as well
as the context data. The shading type is a global parameter of the ap-
plication. Users define the type of visualization of the context: all the
context voxels, only boundary context voxels or only bounding boxes.
In the second case, we modulate the width of the context surfaces ac-
cording to the gradient modulation GMT F computed by the parser.
This factor is related to the ghosting depth so that, the deepest in the
hierarchy is a context cluster, the thinner and most transparent its sur-
face. When the context bounding boxes are shown, the parser sets to
zero the opacity of CTF, to prevent context voxels from being rendered
during texture slicing.
Figure 4 summarizes the fragment shader instructions.
6.5 Camera and clipping
The view reference point of the camera is computed as the center of
the clusters on focus. However, the projection window is computed as
the bounding box of the focus and the contextual clusters. This way,
the whole contextual information is visible but the images are centered
on the focus. Moreover, during 3D texture rendering, we apply a per-
plane opacity modulation to all the proxy polygons that are in front
of the focus bounding box. This makes more transparent the slices
that traverse only contextual information. Currently, we do not apply
view point optimization, therefore the camera orientation is specified
interactively by users.
The interface allows users interactively define clipping planes. We
set the initial position of these clipping planes at the bounding box
of the focus. Moreover, our application is able to load a third voxel
model that contains the distance map of all the voxels to the nearest
boundary. Using this distance map and given a user-defined width,
during rendering, we are able to cull-off the voxels that are further
from the surfaces than the given threshold, be they focus or context.
7 USER INTERFACE
The application shows the graph and the clusters at the left side of
a two-window widget (see Figure 5). The nodes are indicated with
colored rectangular boxes. The edges are drawn with blue arrows. The
clusters are depicted as colored circles and the relationshipF between
nodes and cluster is shown with black arrows. This side of the widget
is editable: users can select nodes and modify their name and color
using the edition options of the bottom part of the widget.
uniform sampler3D volume;
uniform sampler3D mask;
uniform sampler1D lut;
uniform sampler1D CTF;
uniform sampler1D GMTF;
uniform bool surface voxels only;
uniform bool color ghosting;
uniform float beta;
void main(void)
{
r = texture3D(mask,gl TexCoord[1].stp);
col mask = texture1D(CFT, r.a);
if(col mask.a == 0.0) discard;
else {
p = texture3D(volume,gl TexCoord[0].stp);
col vol = texture1D(lut, p.a);
grad = p.rgb;
grad weight = texture1D(GMTF, r.a);
if(col mask.a ==1.0)
color.rgba = col vol.rgba*beta+ (1-beta)*col mask.rgba;
else {
if(surface voxels only && !LargeGradient(grad, grad weight))
color.a = 0.0;
else
if (color ghosting) color.rgba = col mask.rgba;
else color.rgba = col vol.rgba*beta+ (1-beta)*col mask.rgba;
}
gl FragColor = shade(color, grad, grad weight);
}
}
Fig. 4. Fragment shader pseudocode
Users choose boolean operations and parenthesis on the menu bar
at the top of the window and select nodes of the graph. The selected
nodes form the focus of the visualization. They are shown at the right
side of the widget with their parser computed color stored in CT F .
This gives users a visual feeback on the subset of selected data. At
the bottom of the widget a ruler allows users establishing the level of
required ghosting. When a non-zero ghosting level is selected, au-
tomatically, the context nodes are also shown in the right part of the
widget. Moreover, the type of visualization of the context clusters can
be specified by users by activating or not the bounding boxes flag and
the surface voxels only flags. Zooming and panning can be performed
at both sides of the widget, which is very useful for large graphs such
as that of Figure 7. The parameter β that modulates the influence of
the CT F color in the shading is specified with a ruler at the bottom of
the graphical area, as shown at the bottom of Figure 6.
Fig. 5. The selection interface widget. Left side shows the graph and
right side the selection.
Fig. 6. Rendering of the brain dataset. Several structures inside the
brain are on focus. Ghosting color, maximum ghosting level and sur-
face voxels only are set with a very low β value that makes visible only
the boundary surface of the context.
8 IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
We have implemented our method on top of the Tulip graph visual-
ization system [2]. We have defined an aggregate class having as at-
tributes a graph and the nodes properties. In order to accelerate the
search of the selected clusters, we actually perform the graph traver-
sal step and the mapping from nodes to clusters in one step. For this,
we add as graph nodes the region identifiers. This way, the mapping
step is implemented as another traversal level. The interface widget
described in Section 7 uses Tulip graph visualization tools.
We have designed our parser using Bison GNU parser generator.
For this, we have defined a context-free grammar that describes the
boolean operations between isoclasses as exposed in Section 4.3. We
have attached to every synthetic rule an action that calls a traversal
procedure on the Tulip graph. We use a hash table to have a direct ac-
cess to the graph nodes and start the traversals directly at the involved
nodes. In addition, we store into a table the root nodes of the graph.
This grammar is taken as input to Bison to generate the parser.
In order to test our system, we have used several datasets (Ta-
ble 8). The foot and the lego are from Andrew Winter’s repository
(http://www.curtard.org/ andrew), the porshe is from the Volume Li-
brary (http:://ww9.informatik.uni erlangen.de) and the brain comes
with the MRIcro system (http://www.sph.sc.edu).
For each dataset, different classification criteria, and therefore, dif-
ferent graphs can be constructed. For instance, the graph of the foot
used for the simulations is more complex than the one used in Section
4. We got the brain dataset already classified according to the different
anatomical parts that compose a brain. We have segmented and clas-
sified the other datasets in the preprocessing stage according to three
different methods: clipping planes to differentiate the left and right,
up and down regions; value-based segmentation to classified isorange
regions such as, bone versus skin or wheel versus chassis, and contour
tracking to separate regions within the same range of values such as
the different toes from the palm and the ankle from the foot and the
different pieces of the legoman.
We have tested our system on a Intel CoreDuo 6600@2400Mhz
with 3.5 GB of RAM and a NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GTX with 768 MB
of video memory. Table 8 shows the characteristics of the constructed
graphs. Table 8 indicate the time needed for the graph construction
and for rendering. The duration of the construction step depends on
the number of isoclasses. As shown in Figure 7, the brain dataset
has a complex structure, therefore its construction is slower than the
others. The rendering time is expressed in frames per second (fps).
We have computed the fps as the average fps for various rendering
with the camera moving around the data. The rendering is very fast,
it provides interactive rates for all datasets. The differences between
the rendering time by varying the selection and the ghosting level are
almost insignificant, because the datasets are not very large and fit into
memory.
Table 1. Datasets size
foot lego porshe brain
128x128x128 171x98x244 128x128x128 181x217x181
Table 2. Graph characteristics
Dataset Levels Nodes Edges Clusters
foot 4 14 13 13
lego 4 16 15 11
porsche 4 30 29 22
brain 5 138 602 116
Table 3. Construction and rendering time
foot lego porshe brain
construction 3.05 min 7.23 min 9.32 min 1h52
rendering 118 fps 135 fps 85 fps 76fps
Tables 4 to 7 show different images of the datasets that illustrate the
structural ghosting and cut-away concepts.
The images of the foot dataset show that specific nodes of the graph
can be selected while the whole structure of the foot is still visible.
The β parameter influences the visualization, as well as the TF of the
original voxel model. For instance, in the upper left image of Ta-
ble 4, β has value 1.0, therefore the CTF is not taken into account
in the shading. All the foot structures but the four small toes have
been selected. Ghosting is applied and, since only surface voxels are
rendered, the smaller toes appear lighter than the larger ones. In the
other images β is smaller than 1.0, so the CTF influences the visu-
alization. In the upper right image, there is no color ghosting so the
context palm is shown in yellow. In the other images, the context is
white because color ghosting has been enabled. The images of the lego
and the porshe dataset show different selection of the focus, all with
ghosting. Finally, the brain images shows selections on features of the
two hemispheres and the cerebellum of the brain contextualized with
different levels of ghosting.
9 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a system for the illustrative visual-
ization of structural relationships into multiclassified datasets. Our
system provides new insights on the organization of data according
to different taxonomies. It helps users to identify regions of the data
that share common attributes, or, on the contrary, have complementary
characteristics.
Starting from this paper, we will continue our work in several direc-
tions. On one hand, we want to analyze how our to adapt our structure
Fig. 7. Graph of the brain dataset.
to very huge datasets split into several voxel models at several resolu-
tion levels. On the other hand, we are currently working on designing
a strategy to represent in the graph and render not only volume data
but also polygon models of isosurface. Finally, the usability of the
graph visualizer widget can be enhanced for the very complex graph
structures by grouping nodes into metanodes and by allowing steerable
exploration as proposed by Archambault et al. [1].
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